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- speaking practice

- picture description

- 20 questions for 

discussion

- vocabulary practice



Do you ride a bike?

What do you like about

riding a bike?

What don’t you like about

riding a bike?





When was the last 

time you rode 

a bike?

What are the good 

sides of moving by

bike?



How many bike parts

can you name?



saddle
handlebars

brake lever

crossbar

tire
pedal

wheel

spoke

crank

chain

wheel

chain

fork



Match other bike parts with their
use.

stand

water bottle

valve

front/rear brake

rear rack

- it’s useful to carry things or to 
give other people a lift on the 
bike

- a part which helps you to 
add air to the inner tube

- you use it when you’re riding
and you want to stop the bike

- it’s useful when it is hot

- you use this part if you want 
to have a break and leave
your bike for a moment



Answers

rear rack - it’s useful to carry things or to give other people
a lift on the bike

valve - a part which helps you to add air to the inner tube

front / rear brake - you use it when you’re riding and you
want to stop the bike

water bottle - it’s useful when it is hot

stand - you use this part if you want to have a break and 
leave your bike for a moment



Now create your own
sentences with the 
bike parts you have
learnt





What's the longest distance 

you have covered on a bike?

Have you ever been 

on a bike trip?

How should you prepare for 

a one-week bike trip?





How old should 

children be to ride 

a bike without 

adult's help?

How should parents 

protect children on 
a bike trip?





Is biking for everyone?

Who shouldn't ride 

a bike?

Are there any dangers

connected with riding

a bike?





Have you ever had 

a problem with your 

bike?

What kinds of 

problems can you

have with a bike?



Match expressions with their definitions

have a bumpy ride

go along for the ride

be in the saddle

on your bike

backpedal

- to change your opinion

- to have power and 
authority

- to experience a lot of 
problems

- to join other people just for 
fun, not because you’re
interested in what they are
doing

- (rude) to tell sb to go away



Match expressions with their definitions

backpedal - change your opinion

be in the saddle - to have power and authority

have a bumpy ride - experience a lot of problems

go along for the ride - join other people just for fun, 
not because you’re interested in what they are
doing

on your bike - (rude) to tell sb to go away



Discuss the following
quotations. 
Do you agree with them? 

Which of them do you
disagree with?



Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance you 
must keep moving – Albert Einstein

Crashing is part of cycling as crying is part of love
– Johan Museeuw

Nothing compares to the simple pleasure of riding a bike 
– John F Kennedy

The best rides are the ones where you bite off much more 
than you can chew, and live through it – Doug Bradbury
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